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Section One: Vocabulary 

Read each statement below carefully and fill in the blank(s) with the correct 

answer ( I ,  2, 3, 4) 

I -The  prisoners were to their cells after a police officer was found murdered. 

1 )  protested 2) continued 3) confined 4) avoided 

2- Cold germs can be by shaking hands after touching your nose or mouth. 

1 )  transmitted 2) vanished 3) completed 4) endured 

3- The doctor told us that Tom's disease was not ; therefore, we decided to take 

care of him at home. 

l) legible 2) idle 3)vital  4) contagious 

4- Mary believes in fate, and says there are no or luck; everything happens for 

a reason. 

1 )  departures 2) appearances 3) preservations 4) coincidences 

5- The question was proposed by Susan who was capable of a situation to her 

advantage. 

l) lubricating 2) looking 3) manipulating 4) detecting 

6- Everyone cheered and each other when the news was announced. 

1)  shouted 2) embraced 3) buried 4) slandered 

7- Psychologists think that television programs make children aggressive. 

I )  violent 2) peaceful 3) furtive 4) victorious 

8- Due to the dust clouds present in our region of the universe, photographs taken from 

earth can only about JO percent of our galaxy. 

I )  conceal 2) debate 3) explore 4) improve 

9- Some kinds of cancer are caused by inherited in DNA repair mechanisms. 

I )  trenches 2) indifferences 3) defects 4) remarks 

I 0- She stopped and stepped back into the hallway, too . . . ......... . . . .  to notice Jonny 

standing in front of his door. 

I )  preoccupied 2) vio lent 3) benign 4) affluent 

1 1 -  The idea that Tom was able to read minds was . 

I )  avid 2) benevo lent 3) bizarre 

1 1 )  

I) energetic 
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